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Dear friend, 

I am writing to you in order to share a vision I had more than 7 years ago about increasing 

violence and loss of control that could have a strong impact on humanity, and to ask your help 

on actualizing a preventive and corrective project I received at that time intuitively, after a 

very difficult experience. 

9 years ago our son, after drugs use, and despite a psychiatric hospitalization, he killed his 

father, and my partner, by stabbing him. Here is an Italian online article just for your 

verification. https://www.lanazione.it/pisa/cronaca/2010/10/12/398214-

gita_moto_fare_pace_scatta_furia_omicida.shtml 

It was like to die for me. I felt my life go away into the earth, through my feet, and then I had 

to decide whether to let myself totally die, or come back to life, while many difficult things to 

manage, internally and externally, occourred.  

It was in that situation, thanking specific strategies designed by Master Del Pe, that moving 

through deepest darkness with sprits of light, I was able to overcome it and survive, being the 

best of myself in every situation, even under the highest pressure and attacks. 

So, coming back from hell I had a jump in my growth, with many “out of the box” experiences, 

and a new higher vision where victim and headsman where able to stay both in one hearth, 

through the Souls’ eyes. 

At the same time, I was observing many people going in panic, stress, anxiety, aggressiveness 

and even committing suicide, such as many entrepreneurs, without having any tool to manage 

their crises.  

Therefore, I had a vision about Europe over a big emotional magma, ready to explode in 

chaos, negative emotions and loss of control coming up, with a lot of violence. Consequently, I 

also had the intuition about the project, as an antidote, a transformer from darkness to light, 

and a safe tool of growth acceleration, to open up higher levels of consciousness. 

The projects works in 4 weeks per group. It calls international partnership, as you can see in 

the draft. 

Leaders and Companies are the preferable targets, so then they will spread it to many. After 

all these years we will have probably to include also an anti-addiction and rehabilitation 

program, called cleanLIFE™, that works just in 45 days even on drugs and alcohol addiction, 

as recently validated by the official research. 

Hoping you would like to help me before it is too late, because aside from understanding, 

responsibility, and persistence, the project needs money, partnerships, and so on.  

Thank you for your attention, 

Best of Life Ahead 
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